
Year 12 Autumn
1

Teacher 1: ‘The Great Gatsby’ F Scott Fitzgerald and Love
Through the Ages Poetry Anthology

Teacher 2: Play ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’

Knowledge to be
taught

● Context - 1920s America, post First World War, American
Dream, wealth and social class divides,

● F Scott Fitzgeral - autobiographical information and influences.
● Novel conventions, reception, plot, narrative devices,

characters, themes, symbols, motifs, writer’s methods and
intention.

● Note taking and annotation
● Comparison study
● Poetry anthology - introduction to the anthology and

preliminary study of poems
● Presentation and research skills

● Context -  Examination of the changing political and social landscape post WW2 in
America and across the world, New Orleans, New and Old South, Civil War in
America, Southern Belle, American Dream, Blues music, mental health during the
1940s

● Tennessee Williams - biographical information relevant to study, examination of his life
and family background, his reasons for writing, his other works

● A Streetcar Named Desire - play conventions, plot, characters, themes, motifs,
symbolism, purpose, critical reception

● Writer’s methods -  what they are and how to analyse them effectively. (music, sound
effects, stage directions, characterisation)

● How to examine key themes within literature across the late 20th century.

Key Vocabulary eponymous, motif, American Dream, foreshadowing, irony, homodiegetic
narrator, intradiegetic narrator, heterodiegetic narrator, symbolism,
dramatic irony, asyndetic/syndetic listing
Revision of figurative language and poetic devices also: (Petrarchan)
sonnet, enjambment etc

inequality, injustice, parallel scenes, stage directions, juxtaposition, foreshadowing, dramatic
irony, prologue, act, scene, authorial intent, thesis, femininity, sexuality, masculinity, fate,
American Dream, intertextuality, vivacity, explicit, implicit, foil, idiolect, duality, illusion,

Links to Prior
Knowledge ● Novel conventions - KS3-4 (narrator style similar The Sign of

Four)
● Themes - conflict and relationships and class
● Poetic conventions - Power and Conflict anthology GCSE

● Play conventions - Shakespeare, Macbeth, Much Ado about Nothing, Romeo and Juliet,
An Inspector Calls, Our Day Out, Blood Brothers

● American literature and context - Of Mice and Men
● Knowledge of WW2 - From History lessons

How Knowledge is
Assessed ● Research and presentation of poems

● Non exam style essays to develop personal response
● Exam style comparison essays-using Assessment Objectives

● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given improvement points and valuable
feedback but not graded

● Research tasks that are guided and then checked - students must use this research in
their writing

● A longer analytical essay which requires students to synthesise their knowledge of the
play and its context. It also requires students to demonstrate their analytical and
evaluative skills drawing on their understanding of writers’ craft.



How gaps will be
addressed ● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback

can be given and acted upon
● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout

the A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted
upon

● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work and texts
● Social, cultural and political context 1600-1923 - roles and

responsibilities of men, patriarchal society, emerging
emancipation of women.

● Changing attitudes to relationships and roles with regard to
sexual relationships and marriage.

● Class divisions and struggles.
● Gender roles and inequalities.

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid-20 th century, with a focus on the USA
● Issues of gender inequality, wealth divide, immigration, education and society then and

now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities and

development of empathy
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender

roles, violence within relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

Year 12
Autumn 2

Teacher 1: ‘The Great Gatsby’ F Scott Fitzgerald and Love
Through the Ages Poetry Anthology

Teacher 2 - Poetry (Feminine Gospels)

Knowledge to be
taught

● Context - 1920s America, post First World War, American
Dream, wealth and social class divides,

● Poetry context 1600-1900
● Comparison study
● Essay writing skills
● Themes, writer’s methods and intentions.
● Linking texts
● Changes in context and reception over time.

● Context - early 2000 Britain, changing landscape of literature and society
● Context of poems - some poems require knowledge of historical figures and

moments, ‘Elizabeth 1’, ‘Helen of Troy’, ‘Cleopatra’, ‘Lady Diana’ ‘The Beatles’ ‘1966
World Cup’

● Carol Ann Duffy - biographical information pertinent to the study of the poetry,
previous works, purpose of her poetry and collections, religious background and the
influence on her writing

● Feminine gospels - main themes and connections, conventions, purpose
● Feminism - what it is, how it is portrayed in literature, famous feminist authors, how to

write a critical essay using feminism theory.
● How to link texts, specifically how to link to the themes in ‘A Streetcar Named

Desire’

Key Vocabulary Revision of figurative language and poetic devices also: (Petrarchan)
sonnet, enjambment etc

verse, stanza, iambic pentameter, rhythm, rhyme scheme, couplet, enjambment, caesura, line,
sonnet, quatrain, internal rhyme, speaker, semantic field, metaphor, simile, personification,
repetition, alliteration, onomatopoeia, imagery, juxtaposition, antithesis, oxymoron, intention,



message, effect, analysis, evaluation, language, methods, structure, feminism, intertextuality,
identity

Links to prior
knowledge ● Novel conventions - KS3-4 (narrator style similar The Sign of

Four)
● Themes - conflict and relationships and class
● Poetic conventions - Power and Conflict anthology GCSE

Poetry conventions: Our World (Year 7), Voices (Year 8), Oracy (Year 9), Power and Conflict (GCSE),

How knowledge is
assessed ● Research and presentation of poems

● Non exam style essays to develop personal response
● Exam style comparison essays-using Assessment Objectives

● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given improvement points and valuable
feedback but not graded

● Research tasks that are guided and students present their findings, ‘teaching’ the other
students about their chosen poem

● A longer comparative essay which requires students to compare a theme or a
convention from ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’ and ‘Feminine Gospels’. It also requires
students to demonstrate their analytical and evaluative skills drawing on their
understanding of writers’ craft.

How gaps will be
addressed ● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can

be given and acted upon
● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the

A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted
upon

● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work and texts
● Social, cultural and political context 1600-1923 - roles and

responsibilities of men, patriarchal society, emerging emancipation
of women.

● Changing attitudes to relationships and roles with regard to
sexual relationships and marriage.

● Class divisions and struggles.
● Gender roles and inequalities.

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of late 19th century early 20th century with a

focus on the UK
● Issues of gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and society then and

now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: identity, sexuality, masculinity, femininity.

gender roles, violence within relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)
● Examination of religion in literature



Year 12 Spring
1

Teacher 1: Play ‘Othello’ William Shakespeare - FULL TERM
STUDY

Teacher 2 - Prose ‘The Color Purple’ Study of the novel will take two half terms

Knowledge to be
taught

● Context - geographical, social, political and religious
● Writer - background, context and influences
● Othello - theme, plot, character, setting, reception

● Context - time period of writing (1982) and time period explored during the novel
(1901-1942) Jim Crow Laws, racism in America, Black Lives Matter movement

● Alice Walker - biographical information, purpose for writing, personal beliefs and
views

● The setting - Southern America in the early 20th century
● The Color Purple - plot, characterisation, themes, setting, purpose, critical reception

Key vocabulary eponymous, patriarchy, tragedy, hypocrisy, jealousy, manipulation,
hypocrisy, play conventions and structure, iambic pentameter, verse,
dramatic irony, soliloquy, monologue, asides, juxtaposition

Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, epistolary, postcolonialism, social, economic,
political, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption, transformation,
missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme

Links to Prior
Knowledge

● Myths and legends: Janus, Chronus,
● Play conventions
● Patriarchal society - Much Ado/Romeo and Juliet
● Colonialism - history/A Level Lit Paper 2
● Extract to whole style questions - as at GCSE

● Conventions of Novels, ability to analyse character and themes, ability to make links
between a text and its context: Sign of Four OR A Christmas Carol, Of Mice and Men,
Ruby in the Smoke, Animal Farm, Holes, War Horse

● Feminism and feminist theory: Feminine Gospels and A Streetcar Named Desire
● Colonialism: History lessons
● Setting of the USA: A Streetcar Named Desire, Of Mice and Men

How Knowledge
is assessed ● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given

improvement points and valuable feedback but not graded
● Research tasks that are guided and checked
● Essay responses to specific scenes, commenting on purpose and

impact
● Exam style extract questions marked using AOs.

● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given improvement points and valuable
feedback but not graded

● Research tasks that are guided and checked
● A longer comparative essay which requires students to compare a theme or a

convention from ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’ or‘Feminine Gospels’ to ‘The Color
Purple’. It also requires students to demonstrate their analytical and evaluative skills
drawing on their understanding of writers’ craft.

How gaps will be
addressed

● Guided annotation
● Marking points will identify misunderstandings
● Flipped learning and wider reading to consolidate and promote

understanding.

● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted
upon

● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work. ● Embedded within the scheme of work.



● Social, cultural and political context of early 17th Century
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, morality
● Modern and contemporary interpretations and exploration of

society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female
relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles,
violence within relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and
physical)

● Examination of significance of religion in literature

● Social, cultural and political context of early 20th century to late 20th century, a focus
on the USA

● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and
society then and now.

● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities
and development of empathy,

● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female
relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 12 Spring
2

Teacher 1: Play ‘Othello’ William Shakespeare FULL TERM
STUDY

Teacher 2 - Prose ‘The Color Purple’ Study of the novel will take two half terms

Knowledge to be
taught

● Context - geographical, social, political and religious
● Writer - background, context and influences
● Othello - theme, plot, character, setting, reception

● Context - time period of writing (1982) and time period explored during novel
(1901-1942) Jim Crow Laws, racism in America, Black Lives Matter movement,

● Alice Walker - biographical information, purpose for writing, personal beliefs and views
● The setting - Southern America in the early 20th century
● The Color Purple - plot, characterisation, themes, setting, purpose, critical reception

Key vocabulary eponymous, patriarchy, tragedy, hypocrisy, jealousy, manipulation, play
conventions and structure, iambic pentameter, verse, dramatic irony,
soliloquy, monologue,

Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, epistolary, postcolonialism, social, economic,
political, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption, transformation,
missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme

Links to Prior
Knowledge

● Myths and legends: Janus, Chronus,
● Play conventions
● Patriarchal society - Much Ado/Romeo and Juliet
● Colonialism - history/A Level Lit Paper 2
● Extract to whole style questions - as at GCSE

● Conventions of Novels, ability to analyse character and themes, ability to make links
between a text and its context: Sign of Four OR A Christmas Carol, Of Mice and Men,
Ruby in the Smoke, Animal Farm, Holes, War Horse

● Feminism and feminist theory: Feminine Gospels
● Colonialism: History lessons
● Setting of USA: A Streetcar Named Desire, Of Mice and Men

How Knowledge
is assessed ● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given improvement

points and valuable feedback but not graded
● Research tasks that are guided and checked
● Essay responses to specific scenes, commenting on purpose and

impact

● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given improvement points and valuable
feedback but not graded

● Research tasks that are guided and checked



● Exam style extract questions marked using AOs. ● A longer comparative essay which requires students to compare a theme or a
convention from ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’ or ‘Feminine Gospels’ to ‘The Color
Purple’. It also requires students to demonstrate their analytical and evaluative skills
drawing on their understanding of writers’ craft.

How gaps will be
addressed

● Guided annotation
● Marking points will identify misunderstandings
● Flipped learning and wider reading to consolidate and promote

understanding.

● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted
upon

● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of early 17th Century
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, morality
● Modern and contemporary interpretations and exploration of

society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female
relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles,
violence within relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and
physical)

● Examination of significance of religion in literature

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of the mid 20th century to present day
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities and

development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 12
Summer 1

Teacher 1: Unseen Poetry Teacher 2 - Unseen fiction extracts

Knowledge to be
taught

● How to approach unseen poetry texts
● Links to Love Through the Ages theme
● Poetic conventions and changes over time in terms of attitude
● 20th-21st Century examples for context

● How to approach unseen fiction texts - analysis and comprehension
● The fiction text and questions likely to appear on the exam paper
● Literary conventions from 1945 - present day, how have these changed/ transformed

and been affected by society

Key vocabulary Revision of poetic form and conventions
Sonnet, free verse, iambic pentameter, iambic tetrameter,
Figurative language: APROMES acronym

Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions

Links to Prior ● Poetic conventions ● Conventions of fiction, ability to understand and analyse texts: Sign of Four OR A



Knowledge ● Love and fiction: Romeo and Juliet, Much Ado,
● Previous unseen poetry practise

Christmas Carol, Of Mice and Men, Ruby in the Smoke, Animal Farm, Holes, War
Horse

● How to analyse unseen extracts from GCSE language paper 1 and GCSE language
paper 2

How Knowledge
is assessed

● Annotation
● Flipped learning tasks
● Discussion
● Past question practise

● Low stakes essay questions - each of these are given improvement points and valuable
feedback but not graded

● Research tasks that are guided and checked
● A longer essay which requires students to analyse a theme within an unseen extract:

eg ‘Explore the significance of conflict in this extract’ It also requires students to
demonstrate their analytical and evaluative skills drawing on their understanding of
writers’ craft.

How gaps will be
addressed ● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can

be given and acted upon
● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the A

Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted
upon

● Teachers noting the gaps which can be addressed throughout the A Level course
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Legends, myths and biblical references, as appropriate
● Social, cultural and political context of early 17th Century onwards
● Issues of gender inequality, gender roles, morality
● Traditional gender roles and stereotypes and more

modern/moderate/tolerant views
● Modern and contemporary interpretations and exploration of

society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female
relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles,
violence within relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 12
Summer 2

Teacher 1: Teacher 2: Revision and consolidation, making links between texts
NEA prep



Knowledge to be
taught

● Exam responses
● Developing textual knowledge
● Critical responses and how to interleave context and critique into

essay writing.
● Revision methods
● NEA - approach and requirements
● One lesson per fortnight on NEA

● How to link the texts studied fluently and cohesively using correct comparative
terminology

● Examination of core themes, characters, purpose, ideas and contexts between the
three texts (A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The Color Purple)

● Revision methods and techniques
● Literary conventions from 1945 - present day, how have these changed/ transformed

and been affected by society
● Introduction to NEA, what it is, what is required of the students, key dates

Key vocabulary Poetic conventions
Dramatic devices
Authorial methods and narrative voice
Perspectives, intentions
Language of comparison
Academic language for essays.

Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions, genre, comparatively, similarly, on the other hand, intertextuality,
consequently, equally, likewise

Links to Prior
Knowledge

● Revision of key set texts: The Great Gatsby, Love Through the
Ages anthology, Othello.

● Applying skills to unseen poetry.

● Knowledge of the texts studied: A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The
Color Purple

● How to compare and link texts and ideas: English Language Paper 2

How Knowledge
is assessed

● Flashback quizzes for textual knowledge.
● Assessment using past papers.
● Low stakes analytical essays
● Group planning and essay practise
● Flipped learning and researching for context.

● Students will complete a series of low stakes essay plans
● Students will complete a response to an example longer answer question from the

exam
● Example questions:

○ Modern literature shows isolated characters as being profoundly damaged.
Compare the significance of isolation in two texts you have studied.

○ Modern literature explores the search for self as an ongoing struggle.
Compare the significance of identity in two texts you have studied.

○ Modern literature frequently oppresses women and does not portray them
as three dimensional. Examine this view in relation to two texts you have
studied.

How gaps will be
addressed

● NEA - one draft marking point in Y13
● Mock exams in summer term will be a
● Two progress checks per year
● Regular marking with medal and mission feedback
● Levels awarded on past exam questions to indicate progress and

show next steps.

● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted
upon

● Low stakes quizzes on content of texts studied - gaps noted and addressed or
included for revision in year 13

● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps



Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work. ● Embedded within the scheme of work.

● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 13
Autumn 1

Teacher 1: Teacher 2: A Streetcar Named Desire - Revision and consolidation, making links
between texts
NEA: 1 lesson a fortnight

Knowledge to be
taught

NEA style of writing and planning.
Unseen Poetry - how to respond to Section B of Paper 1

Key vocabulary Critical theory
Literary periods

Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions, genre, comparatively, similarly, on the other hand, intertextuality,
consequently, equally, likewise

Links to Prior
Knowledge

Ongoing - all revision ● Knowledge of the texts studied: A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The
Color Purple

● How to compare and link texts and ideas: English Language Paper 2

How Knowledge
is assessed

Mock exams in November
Regular marking of essays
Presentations in class
Questioning

How gaps will be
addressed

Feedback from marked work will include redrafting and improving essays.
● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted

upon
● Low stakes quizzes on content of texts studied - gaps noted and addressed



● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Legends, myths and biblical references, as appropriate
● Social, cultural and political context of early 17th Century onwards
● Issues of gender inequality, gender roles, morality
● Traditional gender roles and stereotypes and more

modern/moderate/tolerant views
● Modern and contemporary interpretations and exploration of

society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female
relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles,
violence within relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 13
Autumn 2

Teacher 1: Teacher 2: ‘Feminine gospels’ Revision and consolidation, making links between
texts
Mocks in December
NEA 1 lesson a fortnight

Knowledge to be
taught

NEA style of writing and planning.
Unseen Poetry - how to respond to Section B of Paper 1

Key vocabulary Critical theory
Literary periods

Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions, genre, comparatively, similarly, on the other hand, intertextuality,
consequently, equally, likewise

Links to Prior
Knowledge

Ongoing - all revision ● Knowledge of the texts studied: A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The
Color Purple

● How to compare and link texts and ideas: English Language Paper 2

How Knowledge
is assessed

Mock exams in November
Regular marking of essays
Presentations in class
Questioning



How gaps will be
addressed

Revisiting mock papers and other timed responses
Intervention on Wednesday Week 1 from December ● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted

upon
● Low stakes quizzes on content of texts studied - gaps noted and addressed
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital
● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of 16th century to present

across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth

divide, education and society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack

of opportunities and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity,

marriage, female relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity.
gender roles, violence within relationships, abuse (sexual,
emotional and physical)

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 13 Spring
1

Teacher 1: Teacher 2: The Color Purple Revision and consolidation, making links between
texts
NEA 1 lesson a fortnight (Draft deadline February)

Knowledge to be
taught

Exam skills
NEA responses - introduction and full draft marked once

Key vocabulary See above Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions, genre, comparatively, similarly, on the other hand, intertextuality,
consequently, equally, likewise

Links to Prior
Knowledge

Ongoing - whole course has been taught ● Knowledge of the texts studied: A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The
Color Purple

● How to compare and link texts and ideas: English Language Paper 2

How Knowledge
is assessed

Draft of NEA due by February half term.



How gaps will be
addressed

Through revisiting key content.
Mocks in Spring 1 to inform teaching focus ● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted

upon
● Low stakes quizzes on content of texts studied - gaps noted and addressed
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital Embedded within scheme of work
ISP involves wider reading
EMC and MASSOLIT opportunities for wider reading and workshops or
talks

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 13 Spring
2

Teacher 1: Teacher 2: The Color Purple Revision and consolidation, making links between
texts
Mocks in March
NEA 1 lesson a fortnight (Deadline Easter)

Knowledge to be
taught

Exam skills
NEA responses - introduction and full draft

Key vocabulary See above Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions, genre, comparatively, similarly, on the other hand, intertextuality,
consequently, equally, likewise

Links to Prior
Knowledge

Ongoing - whole course has been taught ● Knowledge of the texts studied: A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The
Color Purple

● How to compare and link texts and ideas: English Language Paper 2

How Knowledge
is assessed

Mocks
NEA handed in by Easter to allow for marking, moderation and return of



marks before the deadline to get work to the moderator

How gaps will be
addressed

Mock feedback will identify gaps to close before final exams.
● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted

upon
● Low stakes quizzes on content of texts studied - gaps noted and addressed
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital Embedded within scheme of work
ISP involves wider reading
EMC and MASSOLIT opportunities for wider reading and workshops or
talks

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature

Year 13
Summer 1

Teacher 1: Teacher 2: Unseen extracts Revision and consolidation, making links between
texts

Knowledge to be
taught

Exam skills

Key vocabulary See above Womanism, pantheism, feminism, convention, postcolonialism, social, economic, political,
racism, sexism, class system, inequality, injustice, poverty, wealth, greed, redemption,
transformation, missions trip, structure, dialect, characterisation, theme, writer’s methods,
writer’s intentions, genre, comparatively, similarly, on the other hand, intertextuality,
consequently, equally, likewise

Links to Prior
Knowledge

Ongoing - whole course has been taught ● Knowledge of the texts studied: A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The
Color Purple

● How to compare and link texts and ideas: English Language Paper 2

How Knowledge Mocks and class essays.



is assessed Questioning

How gaps will be
addressed

Mock feedback used to identify gaps to close before final exams.
Students comment on areas of concern to concentrate on for final lessons. ● Marking points distributed strategically so individual feedback can be given and acted

upon
● Low stakes quizzes on content of texts studied - gaps noted and addressed
● Teachers to set independent study tasks which address gaps

Cultural Capital Embedded within scheme of work
ISP involves wider reading
EMC and MASSOLIT opportunities for wider reading and workshops or
talks

● Embedded within the scheme of work.
● Social, cultural and political context of mid 20th century to present across the world
● Issues of race inequality, gender inequality, gender roles, wealth divide, education and

society then and now.
● Explorations of moral decisions, issues of poverty and wealth, lack of opportunities

and development of empathy,
● Exploration of society’s changing opinion on: race, identity, marriage, female

relationships, sexuality, masculinity, femininity. gender roles, violence within
relationships, abuse (sexual, emotional and physical)

● Examination of religion in literature


